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A STUDY OF ARC LAMPS AND ARC LIGHT CARBONS.
I t  was our original intension m this work to 
Obtain by means o f experiments with, the various Lamps, complete data 
upon the various parts, their construction and working. A study 
o f the mechanism o f each lamp was made and drawings o f them were made. 
Regulation test3 o f each lamp wg  ^made; readings o f the voltage 
across terminals and across carbons together with the current were 
taken each ten seconds for half an hour. From these readings the 
two voltage and one current regulation curves were plotted using time 
as the abscissae.Life tests o f eight hours each were made upon the 
various carbons considered and from these, comparisons were made be­
tween the l i f e  and cost o f each set. I t  was intended to make com­
plex^ photometric tests o f the lamp with the various carbons and for 
these tests a sectored disc was constructed to be used to cut o f f  the 
light from the arc, but from lack o f time and apparatus i t  was neces­
sary to leave out these tests. However, attempts were made to cal­
ibrate the c indie power by means od the Methven bar and screen using 
a calibrated 300 candle power lamp as standard, but owing to the in­
accuracy o f the readings, caused by the colors given off^by the 
lights these tests were not continued.
History o f the Aro Light.
It  was in March of the year 1800 that Alexander Volta then 
Professor o f Natural Philosophy in the University o f Pavia, announced 
to Sir Joseph Banks, President o f the Royal Society the construction 
o f his firs t  p ile . That date is  one o f the most memorable m the 
annals o f science, for i t  marks the beginning o f an era o f unpar­
alleled activity, discovery, and invention.
Humphrey Davy, then a young man o f twenty two, was just 
beginning to attract public notice. In February 1801 he obtained 
the appointment o f assistant lecturer m the recently founaed Royal 
Institution. His f ir s t  thoughts were naturally for his favorite 
subject, and he eagerly applied Lhe new source o f power to the in­
vestigation of the properties o f the elements. He had at his dis­
posal three batuenes; one o f 24 plates of copper .and zinc, 12 
inches square; a second o f 100 plates, 6 inches square; and a 
third o f 150 plates 4 inches square. The liquid used was a solu­
tion o f alum, to which was added a few drops o f n itr ic  acid. Con­
necting together the last two batteries formed one o f 250 pairs 
and i t  was with this that he succeeded on October 6, 1807, m ob­
taining from the caustic potash "small globules o f metallic lustre;" 
which proved to be the new metal potassium. A few days later, he 
reduced, by a similar process, sodium from its  hydrate soda.
It was subsequent to these discoveries that a few o f the 
zealous cultivators and patrons o f science subscribed the fund3 nec­
essary for the formation o f a great battery to be placed the lab­
oratory oi the Royal Institution. This was in the year 1808. The 
new battery consisted o f 2000 cells, arranged in 200 porcelain 
troughs, one o f which may s t i l l  be seen at the Royal Institution, 
ine flu id  was a mixture of sixty parls o f water with one n itr ic  
acid and one o f sulphuric acid. The plates were zinc and cooper' 
square in form ana 32 inches m surface. Such was the battery
from which the f ir s t  flashes o f electric light were obtained. I t  is 
not d ifficu lt to believe that the effects were both brilliant and 
nprescive. Davy himself has le ft  us a brief descriotion o f his 
lamous experiment which was made before the members o f the Royal 
Institution m 1810. His account is  as follows;
. ,, , , "When pieces o f
charcoal about an inch long and one-sixth of an inch diameter
were brought near each other (within the th irtieth or fortieth  o f an 
inchj a bright spark was produced and more than half the volume of 
the charcoal became ignited to whiteness; and, by withdrawing the 
xunts from each other, a constant discharge took place through the 
heated aiP ln a space equal at least to four inches, producing a 
most b rillian t arch o f light, broad and conical in form m the 
mi dal e ."
The carbon points used by Davy were'pencils o f common 
charcoal. As such they must have wasted away rap idly, and no
no regulating apparatus having been devised for adjusting the dis­
tance between them, the light necessarily must have been ox short 
duration. In fact i t  remained for thirty four years a b rillian t but 
sterile  laboratory experiment. I t  was not until 1844 that Leon 
Foucault replaced the soft friable charcoal by the hard compact carboh 
found m gas retorts; and, availing himseli ox the newly invented and 
powerful battery o f Professor Brunsen succeeded in producing a steady 
continuous light. It  was publicly exhibited m Pans, and 30on it *  
fitness was recognized for illuminating public works, squares, 
theatres, and light houses. I t  was also found serviceable for 
photographic purposes. Its  general introduction was, however, re­
tarded by the inconvenience s attending the manipulation o f powerful 
galvanic batteries, such as the labor o f charging and discharging, 
the weakening o f the current, and the evolution o f deleterious gases; 
indeed, i t  may be questioned whether, without the development of 
Faraday's discovery o f magneto induction i t  would ever have become 
a grand commercial success. The invention o f the Grove battery m 
1836 and the Brunsen battery m 1842 provided generators o f e lectri­
city that would produce a current sufficient to maintain a light for 
some considerable time, and almost immediately the subject o f°e lec tn - 
cal illumination seems to have emerged from a state o f scientific 
to one of practical experiment, and to have engaged the attention o f 
one worker after another with regular succession until the 1859.
From 1840 to 1859, many patents for electric lamps, chiefly controll­
ed by clock work mechanism, were obtained, but about the la tter date 
inventors seem to have come to the conclusion that the subject was 
not one that had an extended fie ld  o f operation, .and with few ex­
ceptions they abandoned i t .  The prospects at this time, however, 
had never been brighter, for i t  had been practically proved that am­
ple currents could be economically generated by magnetic induction, 
in spite o f a ll this, for twelve years no improvements on existing 
lamps were patented, although m the meantime great steps had been 
taken. The fir s t  arc lamp was one patented by Thomas Wright o f 
I ham e s Litton m 1845. The electrodes were made m the form of 
discs, rotated by clock work with a slow continuous motion, a 
method o f feeding which, though not successful m practice has 
oxten commended i t s e l f  to the experimentalist when contending with 
the d ifficu lties  o f an intermittent action. The frame of°the lamp 
held live  discs o f carbon or plumbago which were fastened between 
metal plates, the whole being enclosed within a glass globe. To be­
gin with, a ll the discs are m contact with one another, but when 
the current is established two alternate discs are drawn outward by 
means os screws and an arc is established at each side o f them.
During the next few years the subject seems to have fallen  
into the hand3 o f W.L, Ptaite who m 1847 after some attempts m 
which the light was produced by the incandescence o f carbon m air 
aided m certain cases by minute arcs* brought out a lamp by which* 
the length o f the arcs was regulated by mechanical devices* He em- 
ployed carbon rods as his e lectrodes, and arranged them ver t ic a lly__
one over the ouher, making Lhe feeding o f them depending on the cur­
rent traversing the oirouit.
From this time many inventors sprung up and various lamps 
and devices were patented m the succeeding years which were more or 
less successful, but m 1878 came the invention which made arc ligh t­
ing from central stations possible, and marKS the birth 01 the elec­
tr ic  lighting industry o f the world to-day. This was the inven­
tion of°the modem series arc lamp with the shunt coil.^ After this 
invention the various other inventors began to follow along  ^the lxne 
with the result that to-day we have a number of standard makers of 
lamps that hold the front rank and whose worth is generally recog­
nized.
STUDY OF ARC LIGHT MECHANISM.
An arc lamp, being an apparatus for Liransforming the 
e le c tr ic  energy supplied to i t  through the conducting wires into heat 
and ligh t, cannoL be expected to give a steady illum ination unless i t  
can be so arranged and operated that, m  the f i r s t  place, the rate 
at which i t  appropriates and transforms the e le c tr ic  energy is  con­
stant, and Lhat, m  Lhe second place the circumstances attending th is 
transformation in  respect to the tr ip le  rela tion  between the quantity 
o f  heat evolved, the degree o f  temperature, and the em issivity o f 
Lhe incandescent surface also remain constant. The first, o f Lhese 
two provisos relates to the operaLion o f the system o f lamps and 
dynamos acting con jointly; the second o f them rela tes so le ly  lo the 
quality o f  the carbon pencils used as elecLrodes. As Lhe la t te r  is  
a simple matter i t  may be disposed o f f i r s t .  Suppose the pencils 
to be composed o f a homogeneous carbon, Lhe physical properties o f 
which, such as hardness, sp ec ific  thermal capacity, conductivity for 
e le c t r ic ity ,  conductivity fo r  heat, em issiviLyetc. are constant,; also 
that they are cylindrica l and o f  given diameLer. Then il  follows 
that i f  energy is  being expended aL a uniform rate m heaLing Lhe 
tops o f a pencil, i t  w il l  be maintained at a uniform temperaLure, and| 
the amount o f  lighL emitted per square m illim etre o f  the surface w ill 
be constant, and, as the section is  constant, Lhe raLe o f con3umpLion 
constant, and the pencil homogeneous, L.he form once acquired by the 
incandescent, t ip  whether posiLive crater or negative peak w ill re­
main constant. The researches o f Captain Olney^have shown that the 
white ligh t o f the incandescent Cc^on surface o f  Lhe crater the 
pos itive  pole o f the arc is  always^precisely Lhe same composiLion m 
respect to the relaLive proporLions o f waves o f  d ifferenL colors.
This most, imporLant observation indicates without doubt that Lhe tem­
peraLure o f Lhe actual ligh t-em itting  surface is  always the same. 
Indeed, th is oughu to be Lhe case i f  the latent heaL o f vaporization 
o f carbons be a pos itive  quantity. When the surface attains th is 
temperature, v o la t il iz a t io n  begins, and when so begun Lhe temperature 
cannot r ise  further, any more than ice  can be raised above il s  tem­
perature o f  fusion. The lim iting  temperature o f  the v o lta ic  arc is  
the temperature o f  v o la t il iz a t io n  o f  the material o f  the electrodes. 
This is , m  i t s e l f ,  a reason why the inLroduction o f  a ll known fo r­
eign substances whatsoever into the carbon pencils o f the arc is  ?oun|i 
to lower i t s  in tr in s ic  b rillian cy ; for a ll  known elements have a 
lower temperature o f v o la t i l iz a t io n  and a ll compounds are dissociated 
ac arc LemperaLures. I f ,  Lhen, we may assume homogeneity o f Lhe 
carbons to be used, the steadiness o f  the arc ligh t w ill  depend sole 
ly  upon the maintenance o f  a steady rate o f appropriating and Lrans- 
formmg e le c tr ic  energy. The rate at which e lecLn c energy is  ap­
propriated from Lhe wires and transformed in the lamp into heat and 
1 ighL,_a 1 ways depends both upon Lhe_construoLion o f  Lhe l amp and upon
the conditions imposed upon the system of electrical supply.
The number o f volts of electric energy per second appropri­
ated by the lamp is equal to the number o f amperes that flow through 
i t  multiplied by the number o f volts that may be applied as a d iffe r­
ence* o f potentials between its  two terminals. To keep constant th]|e 
product o f the amperes and the volts is the practical problem which 
the mechanism o f the arc lamp must be designed to solve.
A point o f much theoratical interest, and m reality o f much 
practical importance is the fact, long disputed, now established be­
yond question, that the arc i t s e l f  does not act simply as an added 
resistance m the path o f the current, but exercises also a counter­
electro-motor force, and tends to set up an opposing current. The 
apparent resistance o f the arc resembles that of an electrolytic cell 
or that o f an electric motor when running, or, that o f a thermopile 
when a current from an external source is passed through it .  The 
current which flows through the arc arouses by a species of polariza­
tion , an opposing electromotive force. The simplest fact m proof 
o f this is that,unlike an ordinary conductor, the apparent resistance 
of the arc is not proportional to its  length. The apparent resis­
tance o f an arc two millimetres m length between the carbon tips is 
not double that o f an arc one millimetre m length, nor anything near 
double. The fa irest way to investigate the matter is to make a se­
ries o f experiments with arcs o f different lengths, the current to 
be independently^Vegulated as to be maintained at the same strength 
m each case. There appears to be a true resistance proportional to 
the length, and a back electromotive force, which in steady arcs, 
and with currents o f from seven to fifteen  amperes appears to be 
about 38 to 39 volts. When the arc hisses, as often happens when the 
length o f i t  be very short, the back electromotive force fluctuates 
very much, but always drops to something under 20 volts. Except m 
the case of constant current circuits, this causes a sudden increase 
o f current when he lamp begins to hiss, and i t  may be noticed that 
the light, though unsteady during hissing, is  brighter at the nega­
tive pole o f the arc. Hitherto all guesses as to the cause o f this 
counter-electromotive force have been very vague. To account for 
thirty nine volts of polarization on any hypothesis that i t  is  due to 
electrolytic or thermo-electno action is to suggest causes which 
are wholly inadequate. The explanation which seems most plausible is 
as follows:-
Every reversib le phenomenon which %he current can i t s e l f  
produce, and which requires an expenditure o f  energy fo r i t s  produc­
tion , necessarily implies the exhibition o f  a counter electromotive 
force. One has only to look at the cases o f  reversib le chemical 
action m a c e l l ,  o f  the reversib le  magneto-mechanical action o f a 
motor, the reversib le heating e ffe c ts  o f a therm o-electric junction, 
to comprehend th is . Mow the phenomena o f  v o la t il iz a t io n  is  a rever­
s ib le  one; give to the so lid  carbon at i t s  v o la t i liaa tion  tempera­
ture the necessary latent heat, lt^ is  changed to vapor; take from the
vapor its  latent heat, i t  condenses back to solid carbon. The arc 
under normal circumstances is  the seat o f an actual evaporation oi^ 
carbon at the positive pole, as well as of a combustion at both poles 
So far a3 any data exist, i t  appears that the excess o f carbon con­
sumed at the positive pole by an ordinary continuous current is about 
.5 grammes per ampere hour. I f  we knew the latent heat of v o la t i l i­
zation of carbon per gramme we could calculate the necessary minimum 
electromotive force ax. x»he positive pole, which would obviously repre|= 
sent the counter electromotive force so far as i t  is situated at that 
point,. With long arcs, the excess of consumption of the pos­
it iv e  pencil over that o f the negative is box, less and more, regular 
than that which occurs with short arcs. With short, arcs three other 
phenomena occur which are important, m this connection. First, the 
short arc is liable to whistle or hiss, giving evidence o f instabil­
ity ; second, it, frequently gives rise to irregular growths o f car­
bon upon the apex o f the negative pencil; third, when i t  hisses the 
counter electromotive force becomes very unsteady, but, appears to hav 
an average value about half that o f the steady long arc. The con­
densation o f carbon at the negative pole m the short, arc is account]" 
able for the change m the electromotive force, and for the instabil­
ity  which manifests i t s e l f  m the hissing sound. As the perform­
ance of a lamp depends upon the conditions under which it, is supplied
electric energy by the circuit, the 
epends upon those conditions.
design o f the lamp necessar
c la ss ified
Systems o f Supply.
The conditions o f electric supply m lamps may be 
under the following heads:-
1. - Continuous Supply at Constant Potential.
In this case the arc lamps are arranged either simply a ll 
m a parallel or in parallels containing two m series, the current 
being divided by mams and branches to the lamps. At least 55 volts 
should be allowed between the mam3 for single arc3. Practice shov, 
that arc Lamps m parallel burn more steadily i f  a resistance wire of 
.25 to 1 ohm be included in the lamp circuit. Taking the back dec"
tromotive force o f a steady arc at 39 volts, i t  is obvious that the 
excess o f the volts at the mams over this represents the volts used 
m driving the current through the actual resistance m the mam cir­
cuit o f the lamp.
2. - Continuous Supply With Constant Current.
In this case the arc lamps are arranged m series, the 
whole o f the current giving from one lamp to the next, and returning 
to the dynamo after having traversed successively all the lamps. As 
the lamps arranged m series tend to steady one another, i t  is not 
necessary to allow more than 45 to 50 volts per lamp, including the 
ordinary lengths o f wire from Lamp to lamp. From 5 to 10 amperes 13 
the usual current for arc lamps m senes.
3. - Alternating Supply at Constant Potential.
In this case also the lamps are usually arranged as m the 
firs t  oase, the only difference being m certain structural details,
such as the lamination o f iron cores.
4. - Alternating Supply with Constant Current.
This works very satisfactorily with the Westmghouse system.
NECESSARY MECHANISMS OF ARC LAMPS.
(a) - Driving power: -
In every lamp some means or mechanism is 
J|uired to propel the carbons toward one another as they burn away, 
gravity being by far the most common agency for doing this.
(b) - Striking Mechanism.
In every arc lamp i t  is  requisite to. 
provide a mechanism for bringing the tips of the carbon pencils into 
contact, and then parting them asunder to the requisite distance 
across which the arc or flame plays. I f ,  as m most lamps, the car­
bons are m contact when the lamp is out o f action, then a mechanism 
is required simply to part them as 3oon as the current is turned on. 
The machanism must be automatic so as to come into action not only 
when the current is firs t  turned on, but at any subsequent time i f  
from any cause the arc fa ils . An adjustment is  usually added to per­
mit o f regulation m the length of the stroke or in it ia l distance be­
tween the poles.
(c) - Feeding Mechanism.
As the carbons bum away, one or both or 
them must be propelled forward to maintain the arc at its  proper size 
This action ought to take place by small and imperceptible amounts, 
and as the rate o f consumption o f the carbons is continually varying, 
even with carbons o f the be3t modern manufacture, the lamp must i t ­
se lf regulate the rate at which the pencils are propelled forward m 
automatic correspondence with the consumption for the time being.
(d) - Replacement Mechanism.
When a pair o f carbon pencils has
burned away, the stumps must be replaced by new carbons. In order to 
admit these the carbon holders must be pushed apart to their widest 
extent. Special mechanical devices for allowing this motion to 
occur have to be provided m some forms o f lamps while others need 
no special device.
(e) - Moderating Mechanism.
To prevent the carbon from making too 
sudden motions, i t  is usual to add a moderating device, such as a 
clash pot,or, m the case o f those lamps m which there is a tram o f 
wheel, a fan or a governor. The devices thus far considered are 
common/to a ll classes o f lamps. The following are required only in 
particular types o f lamp.
(f )  - Focussing Mechanisms.
In all those cases where i t  is desirec. 
that the luminous points should occupy a fixed position m space,some 
additional mechanism is necessary to make the arc lamp keep its  focus.
(g) - Change-over Mechanisms.
Lamps that must run for many hours 
continuously must be supplied with two pairs o f pencils, because i t  
is neither practicable or advisable to use pencils o f extreme length. 
In the double lamps i t  is appropriate to provide such arrangements 
as shall cause one pair o f pencils to come into operation f irs t , and 
when these are consumed away shall change over the action,either by 
electrical or mechanical devices, so that the second pair of pencils 
shall come into contact.
(h) - Cut Out Mechamism.
Lamps intended for senes working must 
be provided with some contrivance to prevent the extinction of the 
whole sene3 when from any cause there is a failure o f light m any 
one lamp.
Driving Power.
Principal methods used for driving power ars| 
gravity, where the carbon decends by its  own weight; coiled spring 
which drives by pinion and rack and cord; electro-magnetic motor by 
suction o f core by solenoid, by rotation o f electric motor and by 
electro magnetic vibrator; hot air arising from lamp drives fan to 
propel carbons.
Modes o f  parting carbons are by use o f gearing, by e lec tro ­
magnet placed m  base drawing down lower carbon, and by l i f t in g  upper 
carbon which method is  U3ed m most modern lamps.
To regulate feeding mechanism m lamps m parallel an 
electro-magnet is  placed in circuit which grows weaker or stronger as 
the current decreases or increases.
For lamps m series the appropriate device to actuate the 
feeding mechanism must,m this case, be something that can play the 
part of a voltmeter; and w ill actuate the mechanism when the volts 
rise above their normal value. The usual device is an electro-mag­
net o f fine wire and o f high resistance, the armature o f which is  bal­
anced by a spring or gravity.
Various varieties o f feed motion are by rack and tram, 
clutch or clamp on rod, clutch wheel or brake wheel, screw motion, 
cord and pulley motion, step by sLep motions, magnetic clamps and 
clutches, electric motor action and hydrostatic and pneumatic action. 
There are many special devices which have been invented for the va­
rious parts o f the different lamps but those already given constitute 
the most practical and the ones m general use.
PL-ATE I
ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS 
OF
BRUSH ARC LAMP.
diagram of the e lec tr ic i! connectionsPlate No. 1 is a 
o f the Brush lamp.
a represents the entering wire;
represents the out out oonneotor wire; 
represents wire to cut out post T; 
represents wire from cut out post R 
negative terminal N; 
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represents wire 
represents wi re 
represents wire 
terminal n; 
represents wire 
represents wire
out out post T to X; 
point S on e to V;
N to out out post R; 
lower carbon to negative
from positive terminal to J; 
from P to X.
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various possible paths for the current are as follows:-
Entenng at the positive ter- 
then c, to the cut out 
i t  w ill take one o f the two 
is closed or not. Assum- 
pass into the out out bar T 
From this post i t  w ill
i t  passes along a, then b, 
Entering the out out post T 
paths, according to whether the out out 
mg that i t  is closed, the current w ill 
and then into the other out out post R.
V (which is  onlym l l L dth!hr0Ugil the German silver resistance small;to the negative terminal H#
scribed, the°other " f  ° Ut A^eaoh ^  tW° paths' one Just da
given source o f  e le c t r ic ity  w i11  ^number o i paths from a
al to its  rea is taaoT  pr« o n .
lamP is f ir s t  switched on. I f °  v w a ^ t  ? J?6 current when the
enough current would pass thrown AH Lhe ourrent not
Therefore, the function o f V fs to fn ^ *000^ ! .1.311 ^ iat is 
t-ion o f the current through e U  wfu t  por-
l l f * *  Tup 1 iS ^ .^ jw g iz e  the magnets H H for the purpose o f 
raiding the laminated armature F. As soon as F starts'on its  
upward movement i t  performs two important acts. First, the cut-out 
bar T draws away from the cut-out posts T R; second the clutch
f h T o a f f i  ° n the r° d A » d it , which of°couhe^separates
When the cut-out draws away from the 
oes a ll o f the current through the path a 
to the negative terminal V.
>e out-ouyo#t At
With the armature F down and J flush against R T the carbon 
points are together. They are s t i l l  together when J draws away’ 
from R T, forcing all the current through e and through the car­
bon points by the path just described. There is no light as yet, be­
cause the carbons make a good connection for the current, but as the 
current m e has increased by opening the cut-out, the magnets H H 
increase m strength and F is drawn more vio lently upward. This 
o f course begins to separate the carbons. In drawing two carbons 
through which a current o f e lec tric ity  13 flowing, slowly apart, a 
vapor is made by passing minute particles o f carbon dust from the pos- 
ivivt; to the negative pole (b to C), which act3 as a fa ir  conductor 
for the current. These particles are heated to an intense white
neat, and thus we get the most brillian t a rt ific ia l licriit ever pro­
duced. 0
Ari mef 13 w? can drdW Lhe carbons apart and maintain
S?1 00,nnIe0tl0n between the points at a distance entirely 
impracticable of there was only cold dry air between them The *
5 ? £ \ £ h t “ ° $ h £ rt i l“  r b0n p01nt3 L0 be ««papaw  x f r to u t  1-8/hen %hls d lstance has been reached the vapor path 
" UeM a n° raal the passage o f the o u r r ^  L d  the in-
tensity o f the arc has reached its  proper point. Thus the arc is 
established.
As Lhe carbons begin to bum away, and the distance betweJt 
them widens, thus increasing the resistance. Tracing e w ill be 
found S, at which point there is tapped to e a fme^wire f.
This fine wire is wound on both spool magnets m such a manner that 
the current travels in a different direction from that passing 
through e. This fine and coarse wire on the same spool magnets, 
with currents running inopposite directions, work against each 
other. such an arrangement preserves .an electrical* balance, and 
can be arranged to lean toward either side, depending entirely upon 
tne respective length and size o f the two wires. The coarse' wire 
maxes a north probe o f the core o f one o f the spool magnets, while
J ® 1 “nd^ °^  ?be finph wire is to make a south probe o f the same 
core. Thu3 while E is trying to l i f t  the armature F, f  is trying 
to le i  i t  fa ll .  As the cross section o f e is much greater than 
that or f,  i t  w ill be observed that when the cut out is closed at
Pn««?1!i!JnX’lng-k1 ap?aratus scarcely any current passes through r. 
Considering the rule about two or more paths and proportional re- ~ 
si stances, i t  is  seen that f  must receive such a proportion o f  the
sirtSoe o fm e ! thTOUgh # “  its  ' * “ * * > 0,
Mow, as the carbons burn away, the resistance imqt 
necessarily increase, and more current must pass through f .  " when
Lh! resistance is raised to a certain figure which may be 
pre-determined, then, but not until then, sufficient current w ill h«ae 
passed through f  as to have a neutralizing effect on the power of
H H.
As the carbons continue to separate the resistance becomes 
s t i l l  greater the magnets lose their influence over the armature, 
which of course, lowers by gravity, and thus the arc is established. 
The armature continues to lower the upper carbon, which compensates 
for the amount o f carbon being consumed, until a point is reached 
where the clutch trip strikes an obstruction. When this occurs the 
rod is released and allowed to drop. The carbons would now fa il to­
gether with quite a hard knock i f  i t  were not for the fact that, as 
they approach each other the resistance is decreased to such an ex­
tent that f  receives a very small portion o f the current, and the 
regulating effect of the magnets H H is lessened. The armature 
which, delicately poised, was moving downward as the resistance was 
increased, did not go far enough down for the cut out to operate, 
as this only occurs when i t  has dropped its  maximum distance. Re­
leasing o f the upper carbon decreases the resistance enough to de­
tract from the electric current m f, and therefore e, which being 
a heavier wire carries more current with less resistance, exercises a 
controlling influence over the armature F, which begins to rise as 
before. Thus the operation is  repeated over and over again with 
no sputtering, hissing or flashing, a bn ill,ant light is maintained 
between the carbon points and thus the carbons are fed.
Another feature o f the lamp provides for all kinds o f acci­
dents. By following f  we find that i t  is wound around a small 
spool K at the top o f the lamp. This spool is called the auxiliary 
cut out spool. We see also that f  is fastened to a metal plate Y 
on the bottom o f K, against which i t  is possible for the armature 
Y* to strike and make a connection. The fact that f  is small with 
considerable resistance must not be lost sight of. g is a large 
wire which is also attached to Y and runs back with only a few turns 
on K o f the cut out post R. In order to get at the reason for 
this device, suppose the circuit was broken through the oarbons com­
pletely. This o f course w ill shut o f f  all possible current through 
A, and consequently there is no path for the current except through 
e, then through f. Now as the mam path through the lamp is .taken 
away, an amount o f current w ill pass through f, as to endanger the 
insulation i f  not the wire its e lf .  f  being a small wire a few 
amperes o f current w ill melt it .  Of course the armature F starts 
to fa ll as soon as the current through A is broken, but the elec­
trica l action is  much quicker than the mechanical action, that a re­
versal o f polarity is caused m H H, which reattracts and holds up 
the armature F , and the magnet spools would be destroyed unless this 
was prevented. As soon as the armature F does fa l l ,  the cut out 
operates and we have our original path for the current a, b, c, d. 
Until the out out, has a chance to operate, the magnet spools must be 
loosed alter, ihe auxiliary cut out spool K is, therefore, 30 ar­
ranged th it when any flood o f current flows into the fine wire f  tin 
armature i  is attracted to Y by the magnetization o f K. As soon
as Y4touches Y, Lhe current takes the course, b, Yf, Y, g , R ,  d. 
Thus (entirely short circuiting the mam magnet spools. I f  up to 
tjjiis point the armature F has been held up against the magnet by 
the current through f  i t  must now fa ll.  As soon as F fa lls  the 
cut out, J works, making connection between the cut out posts T 
and R. Nov;, as soon as the out out 13 closed, the current leaves 
the path just described and takes the path a, b, c, d, because the 
latter has the les3 resistance. There is now so litL ls  current pass­
ing through Lhe auxiliary spool K, thaL the armaLue Y' drops away 
from Y. 1, j ,  k, is the shunL path 
feeds into the carbons through X and
man s ilv e r  resistance. By a thumb nuL 
varied  so LhaL Lhe lamp w ill burn on a 
voltage.
from the mam c ircu it LhaL 
W through an adjustable Ger- 
?' th is resisLance may be 
circuiL o f quite a range of
PUITE n
THE THOMSON-RICE ARC LAMP.
The two types o f the arc lamp are the "K" (single 
sarbon) and the "M" (double oarbon). Both types are made to give 
either 1200 C.P. or 2000 C.P., the currents being 6, 8, 10, amperes. 
Figure 1, plate 2, shows diagrametioal ly the skeLoh o f connection af 
for both the "K" and "M" lamps.
Figure 2, plate 2, shows the more important details of the 
"K* lamp, both figures being lettered to correspond.
Each type o f the lamp is provided with two magnets - A, 
a combination magnet being wound with both a senes and "a shunt co il, 
the current m both being made to flow m the same direction, thereby 
d iffering from differential magnets employed m the Brush lamp.
Capital B, the starting coil,being at times m series with the mam 
circuit, and again being cut out o f circuit altogether.
An arc lamp has three principal functions to perform:-
1 - Establish the arc.
2 - To regulate the arc and feed the carbons.
3 - Cut i t s e l f  out o f circuit.
1 - Establishing the arc.
before the switch is turned on,
the spring H at the right hand end of the lever arm, pivoted at V, 
keeps the armature R o f the combination magnet A  drawn up. The 
armature R being attached to the lever F, which in turn is fastener 
to the clutch J, keeps the carbons apart. The small spring D 
holds the bridge contacts, S and E* together. The cut out con­
tacts C and K are separated. When the switch is turned on, the 
current enters the lamp by the positive terminal P, passes into the 
mam magnet at T, through the series coil via  S t i l l  it'reaches 
t, were «/wo paths are open:— One via u through bridge contacts 
E and S, and out by the negative terminal M; the other v ia  the 
shunt coil V and out at N. As a matter of fact the current w ill 
cajce both paths, the amount o f current flowing m each bem? of 
course inversely as the resistance o f the two circuits. TKe effect 
o f the currents flowing m the mam magnet windings w ill be to cause 
armature R to be strongly attracted, releasing thereby the clutch 
J» thus permitting the upper carbon to fa ll upon the lower carbon L.
As soon as contact is made between them most o f the current passes by 
route y through the starting magnet out at M into the frame o f the 
lamp, and thus through the carbons to N. The current flowing m B 
causes i t  to attract the armature L to which the silver tipped con­
tact 3 is attached, thereby opening the bridge oontaotsand stopping 
the flow aroung Z o f the mam magnet entirely. The slight cur­
rent traversing W of the shunt coil is not sufficient to cause fax 
furtner attraction o f the armature R, which is  now drawn up by the 
unbalanced force H. The clutch J consequently grips the carbon 
rod and pulls i t  up. In drawing two carbons apart, through which a
away o f 
readi ly 
the aro 
ouit i s
less ratio to 
conditions, 
clutch on the 
to feed until
current o f e lectric ity  is  flowing, a vapor is made by the passing of 
minute particles o f carbon dust from the positive to the negative pol 
Cl to L ) ,  which acts as a fa ir  conductor for the electric current. 
These particles are heated to an immense white heat, and thus we get 
the most b rillian t a rt ific ia l light ever produced. By this means 
the carbons are drawn apart and maintain an electrical connection be­
tween the points at a distance entirely impracticable i f  there was 
only dry air between them.
2 - Regulating and Feeding.
Suppose, owing to the wasting
the carbons, the arc has become toolong, which condition can 
be detected by its  flaming appearance. The resistance o f 
has increased and, therefore, the current in the mam cir- 
dimimshed, and must be brought up to its  normal strength.
I t  is now that the shunt winding o f the mam magnet sets to feed the 
upper carbon, since the resistance o f the shunt circuit now bears a 
the resistance o f the mam circuit, then under normal 
I t  acts to attract the armature R, which causes the 
carbon rod to le t go, thus permitting the upper carbon 
the arc has attained its  normal length.
Taking the case o f the arc becoming too short, the shunt coil taking 
less than its  normal current under these conditions is  not able to 
attract R as strongly as before, which means that the pull o f the 
spring H causes R to rise and the clutch J to grip the carbon 
rod to raise i t  until the arc is of the proper length.
I t  is thus seen that the feeding and regulations o f the carbons is 
performed by the shunt caul o f the mam magnet, and that after the 
arc is once established, the senes coil contributes nothing to the 
performance of these functions.
3 - Cut out.
Since m a system of distribution using 
m series, the same current must pass through each lamp, then 
mg each dependent on a ll o f the others, i t  becomes necessary 
vide means for securing continuity m the circuit even though 
or more o f the lamps, for any cause whatever, refuse to work, 
lamp must, therefore be furnished with an automatic cut out, which 
provides a direct path for the current from the positive to the neg­
ative terminal. In this case the continuity o f the circuit depends 
upon the starting magnet B. Should the circuit through the carbons 
be interrupted permanently, the magnet B would lose its  attractive 
force as its  circuit is completed through the carbons. When this 
occurs, the spring D breaks the contact at S E ana the whole cur­
rent is forced through the shunt co il, through b to N, thus giving 
a complete circuit through the lamp.
lamps 
render- 
to pro- 
one 
Each
PL^TEM
THE WESTERN ELECTRIC CO’ S. LAMP.
The current enteres the lamp at this 
point P, (Plate 3), arid passes around the series coil by the path a, 
b» c, to the frame o f the lamp. In passing around the series coil b 
the current energizes its  iron core, which m turn attracts an arma­
ture. This armature is a part o f the compound lever the end o f 
which is attracted to the pivoted carraige A. The armature decend­
ing causes the carraige and its  set o f gears to be raised. The gears
are controlled by a ratchet and pinion, which when the tamp firs t
comes into action holds them from any motion.
One o f the wheels meshes into teeth cut m is the carbon rod and, 
therefore, when A is  l i f t e r  the carbons are separated.
In the meantime the current has passed from c, to the brush d,
down the carbon rod e, and then through X out at N. On the sep­
aration o f the carbons, therefore, the arc is  struck.
The current from the point c has two paths, one through the carbons 
to N, and the other by the path g, h, l,  around the shunt coil to 
N. This shunt coil is to regulate the length of the arc after i t  
ha3 been established.
The ratchet which control Is the gears is attached to the lever L, m 
such a manner that when L is attracted by the shunt co il, the 
ratchet D releases the pinion and the tram of gears move and allow 
the rod to descend, thus bringing the carbons closer together.
This act of feeding depends solely upon the action o f the 3hunt coil 
therefore, when the arc becomes too long, and the resistance in the 
main circuit too great, the current in the shunt w ill be increased* un­
t i l  L is attracted and B is released and the carbons brought to 
the proper distance. ihen as the resistance in the mam circuit 13 
decreased, D w ill again angage B and the mechanism stopped, 
ihis action is repeated again and again, thus regulating the arc as 
long as the lamp burns.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT
ARC LAMP CO*3.LAMP.
This lamp has a very distinct-feature in the fact that i t  
has no senes ooil to strike the aro. The oarbon rod is meshed'into 
a gear, which is one o f a tram controlled by a pinion A and ratchet 
B, (Plate 3). This set of gears is attached to a pivoted.carraige, 
held up by a spring C, but controlled by the armature E o f the° 
shunt co il. The ratchet B is  also coni.rolled by the armature E.
When the lamp is not m action the carbons are always held apart by 
the action of the spring and the ratchet and pinion. The current 
enteres- at P, flows through a to the lamp resistance b, and from the 
to c. As the carbons are apart there is but one path for the current 
and that is through h 1, around the shunt coil k to N, through X 
and g. The current passing around the coil attracts the armature 
E, which lowers the oarraige D and disengages the ratchet B, thus 
allowing the carbons to come together. As soon as this occurs there 
is another path for the current through d, carbons, e, f ,  g, to N. 
This path, as i t  contains but l i t t l e  resistance compared with the 
resistance o f the shunt co il, takes nearly a ll the current, thus al­
lowing E to raise, separating the carbons, re-engaging B to A, 
thus looking the mechanism and starting the arc.
re
As the carbon bums away the resistance in the mam circuit increas­
es, thus forcing more current through the shunt, which acts as before, 
keeping the length o f the arc what i t  should be.
REGULATION CURVES.
The purpose of this work was to obtain set3 o f curve 
on eaoh lamp showing how the mechanism did the work that i t  was in- 
tended to do.
The values for the curves were gotten by taking leadings of the vo lt­
age across carbons; voltage across terminals of the lamp; and o f 
the current; every ten seconds for thirty minutes. From the read­
ings obtained the curves were plotted and they show for themselves 
just what each mechanism w ill do, although no one position o f a curve 
may be considered as showing the action, yet m the length o f time 
taken by the whole curve i t  is the average action tff the lamp.
The curves are valuable from the fact that there are no two o f them 
that show the same features, dome o f the lamps were m poor shape 
as is shownwrfJ€he curves 3top. Others show the nice action o f a 
weil regulated lamp, where the. variation is but l i t t l e  and is regu­
lar. The best sample o f good regulation is shown by the Brush
lamp for the constant current types, and the poorest by the Thomson- 
Rice single carbon lamp, m which case the curves are broken and very 
irregular.
Of the constant potential type the General Incandescent 
Arc Light Co*5. Lamp gave the best curves, while those o f the Western 
Electric Company gave he poorest. The superiority o f the former is 
due to the fact that i t  is the only lamp that depended solely upon 
the shunt coil for its  regulation.
Regulation Te3t
Thomson-Rice Double Arc Lamp.
Voltage Voltage
Current across across
amperes. terminal s. carbons
9.5 48 47
9.5 48.5 47
9.5 49 48
9.5 49 47.5
9.5 49.5 48.5
9.5 50 48
9.5 50 48.5
9.5 50 48.5
9.5 50 49
9.5 50 49
9.5 50.5 49 .
9.5 51 49.5
9.5 51 50
9.5 52 51.5
9.5 52 51
9.5 52 51
9.5 53 51
9.5 53 52
9.6 35 34
9.6 36 36
9.45 54 53
9.45 49 50
9.45 54 52.5
9.45 55 53
9.45 54 53
9.45 55 55
9.45 56 55
9.45 56 55.5
9.45 58 57
9.45 50 49
9.45 51 50
9.45 51 50
9.45 52 51
9.45 52 50
9.45 52 51
9.45 53 51.5
9.45 53 51
9.45 53 51
# 111781
Voltage Voltage
Current across aero 33
amperes. terminal s,. carbons
9.45 54 52.5
9.45 55 54
9.4 52 50.5
9.4 52 50
9.4 52.5 51
9.4 52.5 51
9.4 53 51.5
9.4 53 52.5
9.4 53 52.5
9.4 55 53.5
9.4 58 57
9.4 50 49
9.4 54 53
9.4 55 54
9.4 55 53.5
9.5 46 45
9.6 39 38
9.55 46 45.5
9.5 47 46
9.52 48 46
9.52 48.5 47
9.5 49 47.5
9.5 49 48
9.5 50 48.5
9.5 50 48.5
9.5 50 49
9.5 51 49.5
9.5 51 49.5
9.45 51 509.45 51.5 50.5
9.45 52 51
9.45 52.5 51
9.45
9.45
52.5
53
51.5
52
$.45 54 52.5
9.45 53 51.5
9.45 54 52.5
9.45 54 52.5
Current
Voltage
across
amperes. terminal
9.45 53
9.49 54.5
9.5 54
9.51 50
9.51 49.5
9.51 50
9.51 50.
9.5 51
9.58 34
9.5 38
9.5 39
9.5 40
9.5 40.5
9.5 40
9.5 40
9.5 42
9.5 41
9.5 42
9.5 42
9.5 43
9.5 41
9.5 41
9.5 44
9.48 41
9.48 41
9.48 43
9.48 41
9.5 43
9.5 39
9.5 42
9.5 49
9.5 41
9.5 42
9.5 43
9.5 49
9.5 49.5
9.5 50
9.5 43
9.5 51
9.5 50
9.5 51
9.5 50
9.5 51
9.5 51.5
9.5 52
Voltage
across Current
carbons. amperes.
52.5 9.5
53.5 9.5
53 9.5
48 9.5
48 9.5
48.5 9.49
48.5 9.45
49.5 9.45
33 9.45
37 9.45
38 9.45
38 9.45
39 9.45
39 9.4
38.5 9.45
40 9.45
38.5 9.45
40 ' 9.45
40 9.47
41 9.45
38.5 9.5
40 9.5
43 9.5
40 9.5
40 9.5
41 9.5
40 9.5
42 9.5
38 9.5
41 9.5
48 9.5
40 9.5
40.5 9.5
42 9.5
48 9.45
47.5 9.42
48.5 9.45
41 9.45
49 9.45
48.5 9.45
49.5 9.45
49 9.45
50 9.45
50 9.57
51 9.58
Voltage Voltage
across ac ross
terminals. carbons
52 51
51 50
52 51
53 51
53 51
53 51
53 51.5
53.5 52
54 53
54 52
54 52.5
54 53
55 54
56 55
49 47.5
50 48
50 47.5
50 48.5
50.5 49
50 48.5
50 49
50.5 49
50 48.5
50 48.5
50 48
49.5 47
49.5 48
50.5 48.5
50 49
51 49.5
51.5 50
51.5 49.5
52 50
52.5 51
52 51
52.5 51.5
53 52
53.5 52
53.5 52
55 53.5
56 54
54.5 53.5
59 58
48 46.5
49 47.5
.rrent
Voltage
across
peres. terminals
9.55 49.5
9.55 50
9.55 50
9.51 51
9.51 51
9.5 51.5
9.5 52
9.5 52.5
9.5 52
9.5 53
9.4 54
9.45 52
9.45 53
Voltage
across Current 
carbons, amperes.
48
48.5
49
50
49.5
50
50.5
51.5
51
51.5
52
50.5
51.5
Voltage Voltage
across across
terminals, carbons.
Current
Voltage Voltage
across across
amperes. terminal 3. carbons.
9.82 51.5 49.5
9.82 52 50
9.82 52 50
9.8 52 49.5
9.8 52 51
9.8 53 50
9.8 52 51
9.8 53 51
9.8 54 51.5
9.8 53 50
9.78 54 52
9.78 53 51.5
9.78 47 45
9.72 54 52
9.72 52 49
9.72 52 50
9.72 53 50 • 5
9.72 52.5 51
9.7 59 58
9.78 53 51
9.72 54 51.5
9.72 54 52
9.72 54 52.5
9.7 54 52.5
9.7 59 58
9.7 56 54.5
9.7 56 54.5
9.72 49 48
9.68 60 58
9.75 55 52.5
9.72 54 53
9. 72 5? 55
Lamp out 20 seconds.
j9.8 30 29
9.8 31 30
9.8
9.8
32
31
30
30
9.6 32 30
9.8 32 29
9.8 31 29
9.8 32 30
9.88 30 28
9.88 30 28
9.9 30 27
9.9 29 27
Current
Voltage
across
Voltage
across
amperes. terminal s. carbons.
Lamp out 20 seconds
9.72 50 47
9.75 46 44
9.75 53 51
9.75 54 53
9.72 56 53.5
9.72 54 53.5
9.72 58 57
9.75 54 53
9.72 53 51.5
9.76 45 44
9.7 '53 57
9.68 53 51.5
9.68 55 53.5
9.7 53 52
9.7 54 52
9.7 52 50.5
9.7 52 51
9.7 54 52.5
9.7 54 52.5
9.0 54 51
9.7 53 51.5
9.7 53 51.5
9. 76 47 46
9.78 42 41
9.78 43 42
9.7 50 48.5
9.7 51 49
9.7 51 50
9.7 43 42
9.7 52 50
9.72 47 46
9.68 52.5 51
9.68 52.5 51
9.7 53.5 51.5
9.7 55 54
9.68 52 51.5
9.7 53 51.5
9.7 51.5 509.7 52.5 52
9.75 53 52
8.75 55 53.5
9.7 51 49.5
9.75 45 44
9.8 52 =.51
OLcxoss T
C rvrrzn t
Lietoss Ccorbon.
cl cross Terminals
Carbon
i
Terminals
c v r r e t
Q,cz.o$s Ca.xb-ons
CretiziQ-XIhccthcl e^czh t  
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Regulation Test.
General Incandescent Arc Light
Co np any' s L amps.
Voltage Voltage Volt
across across aero
carbons. term's. carbi
Lamp of both Lamp
#3023 lamps. #302.
47 133 53
39 130 52
48 134 55
49 134 55
49 134 56
49 135 57
37 130 56
40 129 52
35 127 n48
38 127 50
38 128 50
38 129 50
38 128 52
39 129 52
35 133 55
39 129 53
37 131 54
46 133 56
40 131 56
47 134 57
39 130 55
46 135 58
39 131 59
45 135 60
47 128 50
39 131 52
47 132 53
46 133 54
48 133 55
48 134 56
50 135 55
50 135 56
50 135 58
47 135 58
48 135 60
48 135 58
Current
amperes.
10.5 
9
8.5
8.5
8.3
7.68.2
11.7 '
11.5
11.2
9.8
10.8 10.8
9.5
9.2
10.5
10.5
8.5
8.7 
10.4 
1010.1
8.4 811.1
0.4
9.2 
8.98.68.8 
8.1
8.1
8.5
8.2
7.8 8
VoltageVoltage 
across across 
carbons.term's.
Lamp o f both Lamp
#3023 lamps. #3021
49 135 57
50 137 60
34 120 35
34 125 38
43 125 39
45 129 47
46 130 48
47 130 49
47 130 49
35 125 49
44 130 50
45 130 51
44 130 51
45 130 52
45 131 53
46 132 53
44 131 54
45 131 55
45 132 55
46 133 57
47 134 57
48 134 58
46 135 56
45 130 50
46 131 51
47 132 52
47 133 54
49 134 54
50 134 56
48 133 55
49 134 56
49 134 57
44 132 57
45 133 58
46 134 59
# 3023
# 3021
Voltage
across
carbons.
Current
amperes.
8.1
9.4
13.912.2
10.5 10.2 
10
9.7
9.6 10.2
9.9 
10
9.7
9.5
9.5
9.3
9.3 
9
8.9 8.2
8.5
8.5 
9
9.5
9.2
8.98.6
8.4 
8.7
8.4
8.3 8
8.6
§ 4
Voltage Voltage Voltage
across aero S3 across
carbons..term's. carbons.
Lamp o f both Lamp Cur rei
#3023 1 amp s. #3021 amperi
47 134 60 9
33 120 , 40 13.9
35 125 42 12.1
35 125 47 11.9
35 125 50 11.4
39 130 50 11.2
40 130 50 11.3
35 126 50 11.4
43 120 52 10.6
43 120 53 9.6
45 132 54 9.7
4b 132 55 9
46 133 55 8.8
47 133 53 10.3
42 131 56 9.5
45 133 57 8.7
47 134 57 8.3
47 134 56 9.1
46 132 65 8.9
47 133 55 8.9
47 134 56 8.5
46 133 57 9.5
45 130 49 9.9
46 130 50 9.9
45 131 51 9.6
47 132 52 9.3
47 132 53 9.1
48 133 53 8.9
50 132 53 9.6
44 131 53 9.4
45 132 55 8.6
43 125 38 10.6
43 128 46 10.5
'44 129 47 10.4
45 130 47 10.2
45 130 48 9.9
46 130 49 9.7
43 129 49 10.2
44 129 49 10.1
45 130 50 10.2
45 131 51 9.8
45 131 52 9.6
45 131 51 9.546 132 53 =9.2—
Voltage Voltage Voltage
across across aero S3
carbons,.term's. carbons,•
Lamp of bo Lb Lamp Current
#30 23 1 amp s. #3021 amperes
47 132 54 8.9
47 133 54 8.8
48 133 54 8.5
47 133 55 8.7
48 130 51 8.7
49 134 56 8.2
45 133 57 8.9
46 133 57 8.4
47 134 60 8.2
47 134 49 10.1
45 129 47 10.1
46 130 49 9.9
47 131 50 9.5
48 131 50 9.3
50 132 52 9.7
45 130 51 9.7
45 130 52 9.5
46 131 53 9.3
47 136 53 9.7
44 131 53 9.3
45 132 55 8.9
45 131 54 9
45 132 55 8.5
41 133 57 8.6
47 133 57 8.3
46 133 58 8
49 130 50
35 120 38 13
34 121 40 11.5
36 125 47 10.2
44 130 50 9.6
40 126 50 10.2
45 130 52 9.247 131 53 8.9
45 132 59 9.8
37 126 53 11
45 130 52 9.6
45 131 53 9.2
46 131 53 8.9
48 133 55 9
48 135 56 8.2
48 135 56 8.4
49 134 56 10.4
Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage
ao ro s 3 aoro S3 across across across acisoss
carbons .term's. oarbon3. carbons.term's. carbons.
Lamp o f both Lamp Current Lamp o f both Lamp Current
#3023 lamp 3. #3021 amperes. #3023 lamps. #3021 amperes.
45 132 56 9
45 132 57 8.7
45 133 58 8.5
40 134 50 12.1
35 120 38 13.5
35 121 38 13.5
45 129 46 10.6
44 128 47 11.6
40 125 46 10.2
45 129 49 10
46 130 49 11
45 120 50 10.1
47 131 61 9.5
47 131 52 9
45 131 52 9.2
47 131 53 9
47 132 53 10
47 132 54 8.7
48 133 54 9.2
46 132 54 9
46 132 55 8.6
47 133 56 8.7
48 133 56 8.9
45 133 57 10.9
45 129 44 10.8
35 122 38 13
34 129 47 10.2
46 129 48 10
Cicxoss T'exm xrvals
CLcxoss TeXs/ninalS
CLv'cx-tnt
Regulation Test
Brush Lamp.
Current
Voltageo
across
amperes. terminals
9.73 50
9.73 49
9.8 48
9.8 47
9.8 48
9.8 48
9.8 49
9.8 49
9.8 49
9.76 50
9.77 41
9.7 40
9.68 48
9.68 49
9.75 49
9.92 50
9.92 50
9.92 50«5
9.9 51
9.9 51
9.9 50
9.9 49
9.9 47
9.9 48
9.9 49
9.9 49.5
9.9 50
9.9 50
9.89 50
9.88 51
9.85 51
9.87 49
9.85 50
9.85 51
9.85 51
9.85 51
9.88 50.5
9.85 50
Voltage
across Current
carbons. amperes
48 9.85
47 9.85
45 9.85
45 9.85
45.5 9.85
46 9.o2
46.5 9.85
47.5 , 9.8
47.5 9.8
48.5 9.8
40 ' 9.78
38 9.78
46.5 9.78
47.5 9.78
47 9.78
47 9.78
47.5 9.8
48.5 9.8
49 9.8
48.5 9.8
47 9.8
47.5 9.8
45 9.8
46.5 9.8
47 9.8
47. 9.8
47.5 9.8
48 9.8
47.5 9.78
49 9.8
49 9.82
47 9.8
48 9.8
48.5 9.8
49 9.75
49 9.8
48 9.8
47 9.8
# 03432
Voltage Voltage
across across
terminal;3. carbons
48 46
48 46
48 46
50 47.5
49 47
50 48
50 48
53 51
54 52
54 51
53 51
53 51
53 51
52 50
51.5 49.5
50.5 48
49.5 46.5
48.5 47
48 46.5
49.5 4 7.5
50 48
50.5 48.5
51.5 49.5
52 49
51.5 49
50.5 48.5
50 48
48 47
52.5 49.5
49 47
48.5 46.5
49.5 47.5
48.5 47.5
50.5 48.5
50.5 48.5
48 46
49 47
49.5 47.5
Current
Voltage
across
amperes. terminal s
9.8 49
9.8 50
9.8 43
9.89 44
9.89 41
9.9 50
9.62 50
9.82 51
9.85 42
9,8 50
9.85 43
9.82 42
9J82 45
9.85 43
9.85 41
9.85 41
9.82 43
9.82 44
9.82 45
9.8 43
'9.8 45
9.8 45
9.82 44
9.82 43
9.8 41
9.9 40
9.85 44
9.85 43
9.8 50
9.78 53
9.78 52
9.75 48
9.75 49
9.75 51
9.78 48
9.78 48
9.8 48
9.8 45
9.78 44
9.78 46
9.78 43
9.8 43
9.8 47
9.78 48
9.78 43
Voltage
across Current
carbons. amperes
47 9.78
48 9.8
41 9.8
43 9.8
39 9.8
48 9.8
47 9.78
49 9.78
40 9.8
48 9.8
42 9.8
40 9.8
43 9.78
41 9.78
40 9.75
40 9.78
40 ✓ 9.7
42 9.72
44 9.72
41 9.85
43 9.75
43 9.75
41 9.78
42 9.78
38 9.8
38 9.75
41 9.78
40 9.75
48 9.75
51 9.78
50 9.8
46 9.8
47 9.8
49 9.8
46 9.8
47 9.845.5 9.8
42 9.8
42 9.8
44 9.78
40 9.7841 9.75
45 9.7547 9.78
41 9.78
Vo 1lage VoItage
across across
terminals. carbons,
46 44
44 42
43 42
42 40
42 40
43 42
44 43
41 38
41 39
41 39
42 40
46 44
47 45
47 45
49 4 7
47 45
55 51
53 51
55 51
49 47
53 51
53 50
52.5 49.5
53 51
52 49.5
51 48
50.5 47.5
51 49
51 49
50 48
51 48.5
45 44
47 49.5
46 43
44 42.5
44 42
45 43.5
44 42
45 43
44 42
43 41
46 42.5
47 45
47 45.5
46 44.5
Current
Voltage
across
amperes. terminal s
3.8 48
9.8 47
9.8 47
9.8 45
9.8 44
9.8 42
9.8 45
9.80 45
9.8 44
9.8 44
9.8 45
9.8 45
9.8 44
9.8 50
Voltageo
across Current 
carbon 3. amperes. 
46 
46
44.5
42.5
42 
41
43 
43
42.5
42.5 
43
42.5 
43 
51
Voltage Voltage
across across
terminals, carbons.
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Regulation Test
Thomson-Rice Lamp.
Voltage Voltage
Current across across
amperes. terminals. carbons
9.7 55 51
9.7 52 50.5
9.7 53 51.5
9.7 53 52
9.7 53 52
9.7 54 52
9.7 53 51
9.7 53 51.5
9.7 54 52
9.7 53.5 52
9.7 54 51.5
9.7 54.5 52
9.7 54 51.5
9.7 55 54
9.72 54 52
9.72 56 53.5
9.72 55 52.5
9.72 55.5 53
9.72 56 55
9.72 55 52.5
9.78 55 53
9.75 56 55
9.75 55 52
9.7 54 52.5
9.72 55.5 53
9.72 55.5 54.5
Lamp out 1 minute
9.72 50 48
9.72 50.5 4b. 5
9.78 50.5 48.5
9.78 50.5 48.5
9.78 51 49
9.78 51.5 49.5
9.8 46 45
9.85 41 39
9.82 48.5 47
9.82 50 48
9.82 50 48.5
9.8 51 49
# 19077
Voltage Voltage 
Current across across
amperes. terminal d. carbons.
9.78 51 49
9.78 51 49
9.78 52 50
9.8 51 49
9.8 52 51
9.8 52 51
9.8 51.5 49.5
9.8 53 51
9.8 53 50
9.8 53 51.5
9.82 51 50
9.82 51.5 50
o9.82 53 52
9.82 52.5 51
9.8 54 51
9.8 53 52
9.78 57 55
9.8 52 50
9.8 54 52.5
9.8 54 51
9.8 54 52.5
9.8 57 55
9.8 54 52
9.8 52 509.8 53 ■51.5
9.8 55 54
9.8 54 52
9.8 55 54.59.8 57 54.59.8 57 55
9.8 58 57
9.82 56 54
Lamp out 30 seconds
9.8 53 52
9.8 52 50
9.85 45 44
9.82 52 50
9.82 53 51.5
9.82 53 51.5
MANUFACTURE OF ARC LIGHT CARBONE.
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In the manufacture o f carbons for electric lighting, the 
process o f production has received almost as great development as has 
the generation o f currents since 1810 when Davy showed his historical 
experiment with the rapidly wasting charcoal pencils. Long before 
the construction o f any practical machine for producing currents, the 
pioneers o f electric lighting had set to work to elaborate the man 
ufacture of suitable carbons and their result, was a l i t t le  short, o f 
marvelous m its  anticipation of the practice o f to-day. Abundance 
evidence exists that such knowledge has been gained o f the principles 
on which the manufacture o f carbons for electrical purposes rest anc 
the adjustment o f quality to the use to which the carbons are to 
put is hardly essential for present requirements. The absence 
precise information on many essential points has lately been dem­
onstrated m a number of cases. Carbons which one firm has chosen 
being satisfactory a lter extensive practical tr ia l have been rei ecte 
by others on the ground that they were not fitted  for preci sely" the 
same use. In view o f this direct conflict o f experience, i t
13 plain that the selection of carbons for a given purpose is more 
than tinged with uncertainty. The carbon points used by Davy for 
exhibiting the electric arc were merely sticks o f wood charcoal.
Retort carbon was soon afterward used on account o f its  hardness and 
rate o f consumption; and square rods sawed out o f gas retort 
were ki use by several makers o f arc lamps at the Pans Elec- 
Exhibition o f 1881. Even at that time very fa ir arc carbons 
were manufactured and gradual improvements have been made since then, 
until a few brands exist which are nearly perfect under the condi­
tions for whioh they were intended. Until the use of electri
cal furnaces had passed the experimental 3tage, bundles o f ordinary 
arc carbons were used as m the Liemen*s furnace shown at a Kensing­
ton exhibition some years ago, and on the appearance o f a demand, 
carbon makers began to turn out large carbons made with but slight 
modifications o f their ordinary process. As is generally the case 
m manufactures that have had to .be undertaken to meet pressing com­
mercial demands, the practice of carbon making has far outstripped 
the knowledge o f the principles that should guide the practice and so 
i t  happens that excellent carbons are made m a more or less empi­
rical way^ Equally as usual is the occasional failure o f these em­
pirical methods without any assignable cause. Commercial carbons 
certainly do not consist entirely o f the element carbon. True car­
bon is  perhaps the most d ifficu lt  o f a ll substances to obtain perfect­
ly pure; the reason o f this peculiarity being that solution and vo l­
a tiliza tion  without change are m its  case impossible by any means 
known at present. The manufacturer takes approximately pure carbo
ln a state o f fine mechanical Subdivision, masses i t  together with
slower
carbon
tnoa l
some suitable material whioh on heating w ill decompose with the lib ­
eration o f approximately pure oarbon to serve as a cement between the 
particles composing the bulk o f the material. The composition of 
the resulting molded carbon depends m the fir s t  place on that o f the 
commercial variety of carbon selected as the primary ingredient; on 
the quality o f the material used to mass i t  together; on the nature 
o f the decomposition which the latter undergoes m heating, and on 
the time nad temperature o f the carbonizing process. I t  is,there­
fore, not sufficient to regard the quality o f carbon obtained as de­
pending upon any physical property as their chemical composition is 
equally important. When a special need has arisen, such as that 
o f the makers o f aluminum, intended to be free from iron, attention 
has been given to the one objectionable impurity, but for most pur­
poses no attempt is,made to ascertain how much matter other than car­
bon exists m carbon rods for arc lighting or for electrolytic use.
Carbons prepared by the decomposition o f carbonacerus sub­
stances retain the elements, notably hydrogen with which i t  is asso­
ciated with great tenacity and nothing but a complete analysis w ill 
give an accurate knowledge o f its  composition. When thisVhas been 
done, i t  is necessary to distinguish between the various forms of 
carbon as graphite and amorphous which may exist m the same rod, 
which is  a problem o f much d ifficu lty . I f  such data were obtain­
able, differences m compositions o f carbons could be recognized as 
readily as differences m their resistance. Even when a ll the data 
both physical and chemical are obtainable i t  is necessary to correct 
them with the properties found most desirable m the practice m 
which they are to be used.
At present there is  a great deal o f vagueness m speaking 
o f the quality o f carbon as they are termed hard or soft as found 
by scratching them with a f i le .  With a better knowledge o f the es­
sential qualities o f a good carbon and the cause o f the presence or 
absence a ll looseness o f phrase and meaning would tend to disappear, 
duyers would be able to say exactly what they wanted and makers coulf. 
supply them with a reasonable certainty of satisfying their require­
ments without undertaking long and costly experiments to decide 
which grade would best answer the purpose.
CARBON LIFE TEST.
These tests weee made in runs of two hours each. The 
original length of each carbon was taken and then they were placed in 
Lhe lamps,which were constant current type, and the run was made. 
Readings o f voltage and current were made every thirty minutes to see 
i f  the conditions were a ll right. At the end o f the run the carbons 
were again measured and the difference gave the amount burned.
Tables and curves obtained show the relations between the different 
qualities o f carbons.
The comparison was made between the following brands o f carbon: 
Crouse-Tremaine, American, National and Washington.
The results show that the zinc coated National had the longest 
l i fe ,  burning about 3 3/4 inches o f plus and 1 inches of
minus. The others come m the following order. American, Crouse- 
Tremaine, and ‘Washington.
LIFE TE8T OF CARBONS.
Readings o f voltage across carbons of each lamp and cur­
rent taken every twenty minutes.
No. 1 No. 2 No. 7 No. 3 No.'± No. 5 No.6 Current
50 47 49 48 46 31 47 9.6
50 39 52 47 47 54 52 9.5
50 47 50 50 33 46 46 9.6
48 50 50 50 51 49 52 9.5
53 50 48 47 50 34 47 9.7
51 33 52 38 53 51 52 9.6
52 50 50 50 51 55 53 9.6
50 46 50 50 48 52 50 9.6
49 47 51 55 52 53 55 9.6
50 45 55 50 51 35 48 9.6
51 51 53 55 48 49 58 9.4
51 30 58 52 48 53 54 9.7
50 50 57 53 34 52 56 9.7
51 48 55 55 51 49 49 9.7
50 49 55 52 52 50 51 9.8
42 35 50 45 45 56 44 9.2
51 52 50 56 53 50 58 9.8
53 47 53 50 47 49 51 9.851 47 45 55 50 47 52 9.8
51 47 48 48 44 53 52 9.652 49 58 55 52 54 56 9.7
No.l- Crous-Tremam, 5/8 inch Solid, upper and lower.
No.2- * 5/8 inch cored. upper and lower.
No.4- American, 
No.5- "
No.6- National, 
No. 7- National,
5/8 inch copper 
1/2 inch copper 
5/8 inch zinc 
1/2 inch zinc
coated, 
COlLed, 
coated, 
coated, 
co at ed,
upper
upper
upper
upper
upper
and
•and
and
and
and
lower.
lower.
lower.
lower.
lower.
No. 1
Lengths burned per hour during 8 hours test. 
*<o.2 No. 3 No.4 No.5 No.6 No.7
*o2d *46^ » ?34.3dl".820147o" .547*328" .914”.453\437-. 231* .797'491“
LIFE TEST OF CARBONS.
Readings or' voltage across carbons o f each lamp and currents
taken ever;/ thirty minutes * Voltane across carbons.
Current. No.1 No. 2 No.3 No.4 No.5 No.6
9.1 43 47 34 42 45 36
9.5 46 51 51 J46 49 51
9.6 53 46 37 48 51 41
$.6 49 53 53 50 52 53
9.6 46 53 55 53 53 50
9.6 47 53 54 52 51 53
9.6 51 55 55 51 51 42
9.6 46 53 50 48 51 55
9.6 45 55 52 54 53 53
9.6 47 32 49 52 56 30
9.6 47 51 54 50 53 36
9.6 50 52 53 48 52 52
9.6 51 49 55 50 53 42
9.6 48 47 * 53 51 53 52
9.6 49 52 54 49 51 54
9.7 50 52 53 54 53 52
9.7 48 54 53 52 52 37
No. 1.- Washington,, copper coated, 1/2 inch upper and lower.
No.2.- National, zinc coated, 5/8 inch upper and 1/2 inch lower
No.3.- American, copper coated, 5/8 inch upper and 1/2 inch lower
No.4.- National, copper coated, 5/8 inch upper and lower.
No.5.- American, copper coated, 5/8 inch upper and lower.
No.6.- Washington,, copper coated, 1/2 inch upper and lower.
Lengths burned per hour during 8 hour test.
No.l No. 2 No.3 No.4 No.5 No.6
- - — —
.866” .5 .476 .353” .621" .585" .526".304" .641” .344".82b" .507"

Thom3on-Rioe Lamp # 19077
Regulation Test.
Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage
Current across across Current across across
amperes. terminals. carbons. amperes. terminal s. carbons
9.72 58 50.5 9.75 60 57.5
9.82 58.5 52 9.7 61 59
9.82 54 51 9.75 60 57.5
9.85 51 49 9.75 64 62
9.8 46 44.5 9.75 61 60
9.78 54 52.5 9.75 59 58
9.8 54 52.5 9.7 63 62
9.8 53 52 9.8 60 58
9.8 58 52 9.8 61 59
9.8 55 53 LamD out 1 1-2 minute9.8 54 52 ' 9.7 44 42
9.8 55 54 9.7 45 43
9.8 55 53 9.7 44 43
9.82 46 44 9.7 48 47
9.9 47 46 9.7 52 49
9.85 55 53 9.72 45 42
9.9 50 48 9.7 53 51
9.9 55 54 9.82 46 44
9.9 56 55 9.75 54.5 53
9.9 50 49 9.75 54 50
9.9 55 52.5 9.75 54 53
9.85 56 55 9.75 55 53
9.82 55 53 9.8 55 53
9.82 57 56 9.9 56 54
9.82 55 54 9.9 56 55
9.82 56 55 9.9 58 56
X XX SIS k$L 9.9 51 499.82 55 53.5 9.88 55.5 54
9.8 59 56 9.85 57 55
9.8 58.5 56 9.82 57 55
9.8 58 55 9.82 58 56
9.8 57 56 9.82 52 49
9.8 58 57 9.9 53 51
9.8 59 57 9.9 54 52
9.8 57 55 9.88 55 53
9.72 61 59 9.88 54 53
9.7 61 58 9.88 54 53
9.75 57 55 9.85 55.5 54
9.8 57 56 9.85 53 50
Current
Voltage
across
amperes. terminals.
9.85 53
9.85 55
9.85 53
9.85 54
9.85 55
9.88 53.5
9.88 54
9.85 54
9.85 54
9.9 53
9.9 54
9.85 54
9.85 53
9.85 54
Voltage
across Current 
carbon3. amperes.
52
53
51 
53 
53
52
52.5
52
53
52
53
52.5
51
52
Voltage Voltage
across across
terrrunal s. carbons.
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Regulation Test
Western Electric Go's. Lamps. # 20 691
# 20669
Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage
across ac ro s s across across across aero3s
carbon3 carbons terminal s carbons..carbons. terminal s
Current Lamp Lamp of both Current L amp Lamp of both
Amperes..#20669. #20691. 1 amp s. Amperes.#20669. #20691. lamps.
11.5 65 33 133 10 51 49 134
12 55 33 129 9.5 54 48 133
11 62 35 134 9.5 54 49 135
10.5 65 34 130 9.5 57 50 135
12 54 33 129 9.12 41 36 129
12 47 32 125 12 50 37 128
11.5 51 32 128 12 50 37 130
11.5 57 33 133 11.5 42 36 130
15 40 22 120 ' 11. 55 36 130
14.5 50 23 124 11.5 63 35 132
13.5 50 23 125 11.5 52 35 129
13 50 21 126 12 61 33 134
13 45 23 124 12 52 31 128
12 45 24 124 11.5 59 33 130
10 55 38 132 12 51 31 128
12 52 32 128 12 54 32 128
11.5 54 31 129 10.5 57 33 129
11.5 58 31 128 Lamp out 30 seconds
Lamp out 1 minute 15 28 40 122
14 34 44 124 15 29 40 123
12 35 45 128 15 29 41 125
12 38 50 129 14 30 51 127
13 36 43 127 14 30 42 125
11 40 54 135 13 31 52 129
10 50 57 135 12 32 54 129
9.5 48 53 134 12 32 53 126
9 48 54 135 12 33 54 128
9 49 56 135 12 32 54 129
9 50 56 136 11 32 55 129
9 51 55 137 12 35 58 130
8.5 52 56 137 13 39 64 132
9 50 52 134 12 35 49 126
9 52 54 136 12 35 50 128
9.5 52 50 135 11 37 51 128
9.5 52 52 135 11.5 38 52 130
9 52 53 135 Lamp o u l  30 second3 ,
Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage
across across across across across across
carbons carbon 3,.terminal s carbons . carbons,,terminals
Current Lamp Lamp of both Current Lamp Lamp of both
Amperes .#20 669 #20691 lamps. Amperes,. #20 669 #20691 lamps.
9 49 54 134 9 50 52 134
8.5 49 54 134 9 51 54 134
9 48 52 133 10 52 52 134
9 49 52 133 9.5 50 51 134
9 50 52 133 8 53 52 134
9.5 50 52 132 9 52 52 135
9 49 52 133 8.5 54 51 133
9 50 53 133 11 53 39 125
9 51 52 133 10 54 40 135
9.5 51 50 132 12 51 34 127
11.5 51 52 132 10.5 56 35 128
11 49 39 128 10.5 54 38 129
10.5 52 40 129 11 54 37 120
11 50 40 132 11 60 36 130
12.5 50 35 128 ' 10.5 56 35 130
11 50 37 129 10.5 55 37 129
11 52 38 128 10 62 34 128
11 53 38 129 11 56 24 131
12 45 33 126 11 64 35 130
12 52 33 127 11 53 35 128
11.5 54 33 127 11 55 35 129
10 53 35 130 11 56 35 128
10.5 55 35 132 9.5 59 37 132
11 53 35 129 11 54 32 127
10.5 56 36 130 11.5 54 43 128
10.5 55 35 130 11.5 61 34 126
10.5 56 27 130 11.5 53 33 128
10 60 40 134 9.5 63 34 130
L amp out 1 minute 12 52 33 126
13 33 40 123 11.5 53 34 127
14 33 39 124 11.5 51 34 127
14 33 41 124 11.5 52 34 131
11.5 34 42 125 11.5 55 34 129
12.5 35 41 128 11 57 36 132
11.5 37 43 126 11 60 34 128
11 47 54 133 11 84 35 128
10 46 44 130 12 55 37 129
9 48 57 135 11 58 35 130
8.5 50 56 135 10 63 33 130
9 49 55 134 12 63 31 127
9 49 46 134 11.5 56 37 127
9 50 54 134 10.5 60 34 131
8.5 51 56 134 10.5 61 34 131
Voltage Voltage Voltage 
across across across 
carbons, carbons, terminal 
Current Lamp Lamp o f both
Amperes .#20669 #20691 1 imps.
11 56 33 129
12 50 32 127
11 55 33 128
10.5 60 34 131
10 64 34 130
11 57 33 128
11 57 33 129
11 57 35 130
11 60 32 128
Voltage Voltage Voltage
across across across
carbons.carbon3. terminals 
Current Lamp Lamp of both.
Amperes.#20669 #20691 lamps.
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Regulation Test
General Incandescent Arc
L1 ght Comp any * s Lamp s. # 3026
# 3033
Voltage Voltage Voltage
across across across
carbons .carbons .terminals
Current L amp Lamp of both
amperes. #3026 #3033 1 amps.
9.6 51 47 131
9.2 52 47.5 133
9.5 52 46 133
9.2 53 46.5 133
9.2 53 47 147
8.8 54 48 133
8.9 53 48 134
8.4 55 49 134 '
9.4 53 46 132.5
8.8 55 47 133
9.4 52 46.5 132.5
8.8 55 48 136
14.2 48 44 131
10.6 48 45 131.5
9.8 50 46 132
9.6 50 48 133
9.4 51 48 133
8.9 52 49 1348.5 53 50 134
9.2 54 46 13314.2 52 50 1379.0 
9.3
9.1
51
53
53
45
47
48
132
7.4 60 50 136
7.8 62 48 138
6.6 63 48 137
6.6 63 50 136
10 51 44 132
9.8 53 44 133
9.4 55 46 133
9.1 54 46 134
8.3 57 47 134
8.1 57 48 134
Lamp• out 1 ;minute
9.2 55 45 133
9.5 51 47 131
Voltage Voltage Voltage
across across across
carbons,. carbons. terminal
Current Lamp Lamp of both
amperess.#3026 #3033 lamps.
9.5 54 47 131
8.9 54 47 133
8.8 54 48 133.5
13.5 40 35 127
9.5 51 46 132.5
9.5 51.5 46 133
9.1 53 48 134
9.3 53 46 133
8.7 55 48 135
8.5 55 46 133.5
8.3 55 48 134
7.o 61 46 134
9.6 52 42 132
9.7 52 45 132.5
9.1 54 46 133
9.4 53 46 133
9.2 54 47 i34
8.6 55 48 134
6.3 55 48 134
7.2 62 50 135
7.0 61 51 135
7.2 62 49 134
Lamp out 1 minute
12.1 50 33 128
11.7 52 32 128
11.4 52 34 129
11.4 52 33 128
11.4 53 35 129
11.6 55 36 128
11.6 51 35 129
11.2 52 37 130
10.7 53 37 130
10.8 54 39 131
10.2 53 41 132
7.6 55 44 133
7.4 60 48 135
Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage
across across across across across aero 33
carbons,,carbon3..terminal s carbons .carbons,.terminals
Current Lamp Lamp o f both Current Lamp Lamp of both
amperes,.#3026 #3033 1 amp s. amperes,.#3026 #3033 lamps.
7 63 45 137 10.2 48 44 130
Lamp out 1 minute 9.7 50 45 131
9.5 50 46 132 9.4 52 45 131
9.7 50 46 131 9.5 51 46 131
11.4 47 40 130 9 52 47 131
8.7 51 50 133 9 51 48 132
12.2 47 36 128 8.7 52 48 130
12.1 48 35 128 8.3 54 48 133
11.6 47 38 129 8.9 53 46 131
11.3 49 38 129 8.7 55 45 131
11.3 49 39 131 7.7 58 4c 134
9.2 52 46 132 8.8 ,55 45
9.3 53 45 131 13.5 35 35 122
9.9 50 45 131 , 10.2 46 45 130
9.6 50 47 132 9.6 '48 47 130
9.4 51 46.5 132 9.2 49 47 131
9.7 52 45 132 9.2 49 48 131
10.4 48 45 130 b.6 51 49 133
10 48 45 130 9.1 51 48 131
9.3 49 46 131 8.7 53 48 131
9.3 50 48 132 8.7 51 48 131
9.2 50 48 131 8.8 52 46 131
8.7 52 48 132 8.8 52 47 131
8.8 52 48 132 8.5 53 47 131
8.7 54 48 132 9.5 54 48 133
8.5 54 48 133 9.2 51 45 130
8 57 50 133.5 8.7 51 41 131
9.8 55 47 132 8.6 52 46 131
10 48 47 131 8.2 56 42 132
10 49 47 131.5 9.8 50 45 132
9.3 50 49 132 9.5 50 46 131
8.6 51 50 132 9.2 51 46 130
8.7 51 50 133 6.8 50 47 132
8.2 52 50 132 6.5 55 4 7 132
8.8 52 48 132 8.2 53 42 132
8.5 54 49 133 6.4 84 48 133
8.6 51 50 132 9.2 51 46 130
8.2 54 49 133 9.4 50 46 131
8.3 53 50 133 8.8 51 48 131
8.9 53 46 132 7.5 59 48 134
8.6 54 48 132
Lamp out 1 minute
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Regulation Test
General Arc Light
Company’ s Lamps. # 2916
# 3010
Voltage Voltage Vo ltage Voltage Voltage Voltage
across across across across aero 33 across
terminal.scarbon..carbon. terminals carbon carbon
Current o f both Lamp Lamp Current o f both Lamp Lamp
amperes,. 1 amp s #2916 #3010 amperes. 1 amp s. #3016, #3010
2.9 115 46 350 7.9 114 44 340
8.3 115 44 355 8 114 45 345
8.6 114 44 345 7.7 115 46 350
8.2 115 45 340 7.5 115 46 355
o.2 115 45 350 7.7 115 47 345
9 115 46 335 7.4 113 43 350
8 115 43 345 7.9 114 45 360
8.3 114 44 350 ' 7.0 115 45 360
8.1 115 45 355 7.9 114 46 345
8.2 114 46 340 7.6 116 46 350
8 116 46.5 350 7.4 116 47 330
7.8 116 44 355 7.5 113 45 340
8.4 115 45 355 8 113 44 340
7.3 116 46 365 8 114 45 350
8 114 46 345 7.8 114 45 305
8.3 114 45 350 7.5 115 45 355
8.1 114 46 345 7.2 115 46 335
7.7 116 47 355 7.5 112 47 340
9 114 46 325 8.1 113 43 340
7.2 116 48 340 8 113 44 350
7.4 113 44 345 7.9 114 45 350
8.2 114 44 350 7.7 115 45 360
8 115 45 355 8 114 45 340
7.6 116 46 365 7.8 115 46 350
8.2 114 46 330 8.2 114 44 320
7.8 1113 44 340 7.8 115 45 320
8 115 45 355 8 114 45 345
8.1 115 43 345 7.6 115 46 350
8.1 114 45 350 7.5 115 47 335
8 115 45 355 7.6 115 43 340
8.2 114 46 340 8 113 45 350
8 115 46 345 8 114 45 350
7.8 115 47 350 7.2 115 46 355
8 114 44 320 7.4 114 46.5 3457.8 114 45 3o5 7.5 115 47 350
8 114 46 340 7.2 116 44 3o0
Voltage Voltage Voltage
across across across
terminal s carbons,, carbons
Current o f both Lamp Lamp
amp ere s. lamps. #2916 #3010
7.5 114 45 360
7.5 113 45 340
7.8 114 46 345
7.3 115 47 350
7.3 115 48 360
6.4 115 45 365
7.8 114 46 350
7.4 114 47 355
7.2 114 45 355
7.3 115 46 365
7.8 113 46 340
7.5 114 47 350
7.3 115 47 355
7.5 115 46 360 ,
7.3 115 46 365
7.4 114 46.5 350
7.2 115 45 350
7.5 114 45 360
8 112 45 335
7.9 113 45 340
7.5 114 45 350
7.2 115 45 355
7.2. 115 47 355
6.9 116 45 360
7 112 46 335
7.8 113 45 340
7.6 113 45 345
7.5 114 46 350
8.3 114 47 350
7 115 47.5 355
7.6 113 48 335
7.1 114 45 345
7.5 113 46 345
7.4 114 46 355
7.3 114 47 355
7.7 113 47 325
7.3 113 47 335
8 114 47 330
7.8 112 45 335
7.5 113 46 350
6.5 113 44 355
7.5 112 45 345
5 100.. 32 26Q
Voltage Voltage Voltage 
across across across 
terminals carbons.carbons.
Current of both Lamp Lamp
* m es-
lamps.
103
|2916
#f&10
10 no 41 340
8.4 111 41 345
8 111 41 350
8 111 41 350
8 112 42 355
7.7 113 42 360
7.7 113 43 365
7.5 113 44 365
7.2 113 45 370
7 114 44 350
8 112 44 340
7.8 112 44 345
7.5 113 45 350
7.3 114 45 355
7.7 113 46 340
7.3 114 17 350
7.1 114 48 355
7 115 49 355
7 114 49 340
7.1 114 45 335
7.8 112 45 335
7.5 113 46 340
7.3 114 47 345
7.2 114 48 350
6.9 115 46 350
7.2 114 46 360
7 115 46 360
7.4 113 47 385
7.2 114 48 350
7.7 113 45 345
7.6 114 46 350
7.1 115 47 350
7.5 113 45 355
7.5 112 45 335
7.7 113 46 340
7.5 114 46 350
7.2 115 47 350
7 115 48 355
7.5 114 48 340
7 115 45 345
7.5 113 46 345
7-5 114 47 350
Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage
across across across across across across
terminal s carbons .carbons. terminals carbons.carbons.
Current of both Lamp L amp Current o f both Lamp Lamp
amperes .lamps. #2916 #3010 amperes, lamps. #2916 #3010
7.3 115 48 350
6.9 116 48 360
7.5 114 48 340
7.2 115 45 345
7.5 113 46 340
7.3 114 46 350
7 115 48 355
7.4 114 48 340
7 115 49 350
7 115 50 350
6.9 115 50 340
7 114 47 350
7 115 49 350
7.1 115 49 345 '
6.9 115 50 355
7.2 113 47 350
6.8 115 47 360
6.6 114 47 340
7 114 48 350
6.6 115 49 360
6.7 115 50 350
6.7 115 50 350
